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Removing Roadblocks: Certificates of Good Conduct and Relief from Disabilities

Michael Lorden
In 1985, Darrell Langdon was arrested for possessing cocaine; he was 27 years old. Langdon served six months' probation and paid a small fine. At the time of his arrest, Langdon was a boiler room fireman for the Chicago Public Schools (“CPS”). He retained this position until CPS laid him off in 1995. Langdon then worked as a mortgage broker until 2008, when he decided to apply for an open boiler room engineer position with CPS.

CPS told Langdon he had the job. However, days later, CPS learned that his 1985 conviction made Langdon ineligible for the position. Langdon, a single
father, had been sober for twenty years, but ultimately had to take a job that paid much less than the $37 per hour he would have made with CPS.5

There are millions of people living in Illinois who, like Darrell Langdon, have criminal records,6 and it is likely that most are unaware of an Illinois law that could be used to their advantage. Certificate legislation,7 a law that can help people with criminal records obtain employment, is an underutilized tool in Illinois for those with criminal records. Advocates are attempting to increase awareness for this legislation because they know all too well that criminal records create roadblocks to employment.

THE NEED FOR REMOVING EMPLOYMENT BARS

Criminal records have the potential to significantly impact an individual’s life, effectively precluding rehabilitated individuals from living a normal life following a felony conviction.8 Their records portray them in a negative light without providing insight into that person’s rehabilitation and accomplishments post-conviction.9

Employee Screen IQ, a third party background screener, reported that about 30% of background checks conducted in 2012 uncovered a criminal conviction.10 Employee Screen IQ believes its clients consider a number of factors when deciding whether or not to hire someone, including: age and severity of the record, whether the person is a repeat offender, and the relevance of the record to the position.11

Todd Belcore, Staff Attorney with the Sargent Shriver National Center on Poverty Law, believes there are several problems with the use of background screening for employment.12 In particular, Belcore believes that background checks inaccurately measure the character of individuals.13 In addition, Belcore feels that the screening process can occasionally list convictions for the wrong person.14

Moreover, Belcore explains, “Despite the same levels of illegal activity as other populations, African-Americans and Latinos are disproportionately arrested and convicted. Since they are disproportionately getting criminal records, they are affected by the phenomenon of discriminating against individuals because of their criminal records far more acutely.”15
The Statute

Certificates of Relief from Disability remove 27 specific bars to occupational licenses, while Certificates of Good Conduct provide a statement from the court that an individual is a law-abiding citizen and deserves to have employment bars removed. Essentially, both certificates are formal acknowledgements by the court that an individual should not be judged by his past mistakes.

There are two general arguments in favor of certificate legislation: recidivism and fairness. In other words, certificates are meant to keep people from sliding back into a life of crime by allowing access to stable employment. Certificates can also relieve the possible unfairness of continuous secondary punishments that can arise from a single criminal conviction.

In 2003, then State Senator Barack Obama introduced certificate legislation, which ultimately went into effect in 2004. Even though certificates have been allowed in Illinois for nearly ten years, however, they are still vastly underutilized compared to other states. In Belcore’s experience, while “certificates are somewhat known of in Chicago, very few know of this remedy in Cook County and even fewer know of it in the State.” There are 3.9 million people in Illinois with criminal records; yet only 24 certificates were issued in Illinois in 2012.

Efforts to Increase Awareness

Beth Johnson, Program Director at Cabrini Green Legal Aid, believes one way to increase awareness of certificates is through the private bar. She states, “Attorneys are the ones that provide options on legal relief and if attorneys aren’t aware, that advice is not being provided.” To that end, Cabrini Green Legal Aid, the Shriver Center, and the Safer Foundation are having Johnson, Belcore, and others spread the word to the private bar through pro bono training. Johnson is also making efforts to educate employers on the benefits of the legislation in order to open the door for other certificate holders down the road. These efforts may ultimately lead to more frequent use of certificates. In New York, for example, the average number of combined certificates issued...
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was only 261 per year from 1995 until 2005.\(^2\) Between 2007 and 2010 that average jumped to 2,040 per year.\(^3\)

After obtaining Johnson’s help at Cabrini Green Legal Aid, Darrell Langdon received a Certificate of Good Conduct, which lifted the barrier that his prior drug arrest had created.\(^4\) Subsequently, CPS agreed to hire Langdon, and he is still currently employed there.\(^5\) With advocates like Belcore and Johnson, it is very likely that more individuals with criminal records, will use certificates to greatly improve their future.
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